The Witch's Cauldron!

Hee, hee! So you got your grimy paws on a grimy ome and now you're ready for another grimy visit into the grimy haunt of fear. Well, don't just stand there lookin' pale and sickly. Come in and feel pale and sickly while I ladle out the latest reeking recipe from my cruddy cauldron. Yep, it's your shiver-chef, hostess of the haunt of fear, the old witch, ready to serve the tasty tale of terror entitled...

An off-color heir

Laura rais stood before the imposing portrait, the tears streaming down her face, her nervous fingers tightly clutching the bottle and the small wad of cotton. She stared in horror at the somber face on the old canvas with its dark foreboding eyes and its unruly white beard. I've got to find out! So... I've got to...
LAURA LOOKED AROUND WILDLY. HER GLANCE FELL UPON THE COFFEE TABLE BEHIND HER. SHE BENT AND PLACED THE BOTTLE OF COLORLESS LIQUID AND THE WAD OF COTTON UPON IT AND DRAGGED IT TO THE FIREPLACE OVEN IN WHICH THE PORTRAIT HUNG...

LAURA WAS FRIGHTENED. HER BREATH CAME IN SHORT CHOKING PANTS AND HER HEART BEAT MADLY IN HER HEAVING CHEST. SHE PICKED UP THE BOTTLE AND THE COTTON AND CLIMBED UP ONTO THE COFFEE TABLE...

SHE STOOD THERE, HESITANTLY, STARING AT THE PORTRAIT. THE BEARDED FACE STARED BACK AT HER WITH ANGRY EVIL EYES...

Her eyes fell to the neatly engraved nameplate fastened to the bottom of the portrait's frame...

‘Baron Gilles de Rais.’ Why does it sound so familiar? Who is it? I've got to find out!

The memories of Laura’s past swept before her eyes. The day Gilbert Rais came to her studio...

My name is Rais, Miss Harber. Gilbert Rais. I'm from Louisiana. I've come to New York to have my portrait painted. A mutual friend recommended you...

Laura tipped the bottle and poured its contents upon the wad of cotton. The familiar smell of the colorless liquid drifted upward...

The familiar smell. It brought back memories. The cluttered studio in Greenwich Village in New York. The struggling years of study and hard work and Laura’s firm determination...

Someday I'll be a successful portrait painter. Someday I'll be famous.
Laura remembered the weeks that followed... Those wonderful weeks of Gilbert posing for her, while she moulded his likeness in oils and spread it upon her canvas...

That will be all for today, Mr. Rais. The light is fading. I was wondering, Miss Harser! May I take you to dinner?

TOMORROW your portrait will be finished, Gilbert... and you will be going south again. Come with me, Laura. Come to Louisiana with me. Be my wife...

Gilbert! Are you proposing? I have a huge mansion down in the Louisiana bayous. Laura, you'll love it there. Say you'll marry me!

Laura remembered how she'd made up her mind... threw away her dreams of a career as a portrait painter... and accepted Gilbert's proposal of marriage... Yes, Gil, darling. Yes... I'll marry you! Laura... sweet...

...the simple ceremony uniting Laura and Gilbert Rais... making them one... making them man and wife...

The wondrous airplane trip south... looking down as the country swept by below them like some fairy carpet... Happy, darling? Delirious, Gil...

...and then Laura remembered the seemingly unending auto trip out of New Orleans into the silent mysterious bayous... the miles and miles through moss-laden cypress trees... till finally... Well... there she is! Laura! 'Tiffanyes!' The family plantation house... Oh, Gil! It's... beautiful!
Laura remembered how she'd felt when she'd first seen 'Tiffany's.' She remembered how she'd shivered as it loomed up before them, stark white and dismal-looking, with an air of mystery about it.

The house is over two hundred years old, Laura. My ancestors built it when they came here from France!

It's...it's very big, Gilbert!

There was something strange about that old portrait...something about the finely-cracked canvas and the meticulously-painted face and the coarse white beard...

You didn't know my ancestor was a French baron!...how...how thrilling!

She remembered how Gilbert had smiled as they'd mounted the columned portico...

Yes. It has twenty-two rooms, and they're all yours to do with as you like...

It's...it's so quiet out here in the bayous, Gil...with only the sound of the birds and the marsh animals...

Laura remembered how the arrival of the huge living room with its priceless antiques had almost taken her breath away. She remembered how she'd flitted about like a little child touching each exquisite piece of furniture, her fears outside forgotten...

Oh, Gil! Everything is so...so perfect!

I'm glad you like it, Laura!

And then she remembered how she'd stopped...stunned...and the fears returned...as she caught sight of the portrait over the fire-place...

Who...who's that, Gil? One of my ancestors, Laura...

Who...who's that, Gil? You didn't know that, did you?

Baron Gilles de Rais. 1604.

There was something strange about that old portrait...something about the finely-cracked canvas and the meticulously-painted face and the coarse white beard...
Laura remembered those first few weeks at 'Tiffanyes'...the joy of being alone with Gil, her new husband, and then, one day...

Gil! You're packing! Where are you going?

Laura remembered how she'd watched from their bedroom window as Gil waved and drove off down the cypress-lined bayou road...

It takes money to refurnish a house like this, darling. I've got to make a business trip! Check my interests!

How long will you be gone, Gil?

Not long, dear. A few days, you'll have lots to do. Go through the house, open up all the rooms. Here are the keys...

Oeice how you want to decorate each room. That ought to keep you busy till I get back.

All right, Gil. But hurry, won't you. I... I hate to be alone...

Well, no use sitting around moping. Might as well explore my new home!

Laura remembered how she'd gone from room to room, unlocking each door, and gasping with pleasant surprise...

...How the silence seemed to close in around her... And how that strange feeling, that fear, suddenly seemed to grip her. She'd stared down at the keys...

...And then, Laura remembered how she'd come to the room at the end of the hall on the very top floor of the old mansion...

That's funny. None of these keys fit this lock...

How exquisite. I wouldn't want to change a thing in this room. Not a stick. It's... it's lovely.

In fact... every room is lovely...
The mysterious room at the end of the hall on the top floor. Laura remembered the frustration at not being able to unlock the door. The natural curiosity that grew within her...

Twenty-one! Twenty-two! Twenty-three! There are twenty-three rooms in this house. But, Gilbert said there were only twenty-two. I wonder why? I wonder what's in this room that he wants to hide!

And Laura remembered how her fears increased... how her loneliness made her nervous... and the sounds at night, keeping her awake, making her think... about the room without a key... the painting...

And she remembered sulking down into the living-room and staring up at the portrait of the man with the dark foreboding eyes and the matted white beard and feeling that chill enclose her... making her shiver...

What is there about that painting that seems so strange? Is it the face? The name? Baron Gilles de Rais? Is that name familiar?

And finally, the relief when Gilbert returned...

Oh, Gilbert. I... sob... I missed you!

How are you, darling? Well, did you decide about the redecorating?

Everything is perfect, Gilbert. I don't want to change a thing! Oh... er... but there's one room I didn't see. You didn't give me the key.

That room is not yours! That room is mine! Keep out of it!

Laura remembered how Gilbert's eyes grew dark like the eyes in the portrait...

But... why, Gilbert? What are you hiding?

None of your business! Just stay away from that room. You can do what you like with the others, but stay away from that one.

And Laura remembered how the next morning, Gilbert did not shave...

But, you're so seedy-looking, Gilbert! I'm growing a beard, Laura. I really hate to shave. So, until my next business trip...
Laura remembered how strange everything was after that. Her nervousness, her curiosity about the room. Gilbert's beard, black and silky, growing thicker each day, until...

I have to go on another business trip tomorrow, Laura.

The room, the portrait, what was there that bothered Laura? She remembered going through Gilbert's pockets that night...and finding the key...

...the key to the room at the end of the hall on the top floor.

When Laura'd awakened the next morning, Gilbert was gone. She'd hurried to the bathroom, tortured with biting curiosity...

Now I'll see what's in that room. I... I...

She'd stared down at the bottle on the sink...

What's this? 'Black dye!' 'Tints greying hair black!' OH, NO!

Laura'd laughed. So Gilbert was getting grey and he was dying his hair. She'd laughed at his boyishness, keeping secrets...

The poor dear...

She'd dressed quickly and rushed to the top floor...to the door at the end of the hall. She'd inserted the key nervously...turned the latch...

...and swung open the door...and screamed...

E-E-E-E-E-E
Seven bodies! Seven bodies of women, in various stages of decay, their throats slit, lay before her in that horrible little room at the end of the hall...

She'd run, crying, from the gory sight, and then she'd thought of the bottle of black dye in the bathroom... Of course! That's what bothered me about the portrait! The color...

Of course, that's what bothered me about the portrait. The color... Blue! Good Lord! Now I know...

Laura stood upon the coffee table before the portrait, inhaling the fumes from the turpentine in her hand... The color of the beard! So fresh... so clean, so unyellowed with age, that's what bothered me!

And so, our tasty tidbit ends, fiends, in a... hee, hee... cutting climax, and like her seven predecessors, Laura, too, ended up in the little room at the end of the hall on the top floor. As for Gilbert, the modern-day bluebeard, he's traveling around the country again, looking for number nine for his collection. So... if a guy with a 5 O'Clock blue shadow proposes, girls, beware! He's out for what he can slit! And now... c'k awaits. I'll dig you later... ??!
HEH, HEH! NOW THAT THE OLD HAG HAS BORED YOU WITH HER SISLY-SREAM-SCOOPINGS, IT'S TIME FOR A REAL TERROR TALE. SO CREEP INTO THE CRYPT OF TERROR, CRUMBS, AND YOUR HOST IN LOWLS, THE CRYPT-KEEPER WILL CURDLE YOUR BLOOD AND SHIVER YOUR SPINE WITH ANOTHER GNILLER-DILLER FROM MY MOLDY COLLECTION. I CALL THIS EERIE ADVENTURE INTO THE NAUSEATING...

DIG THAT CAT...

HE'S REAL GONE!

Ulríc, the undying, bowed stiffly to the cheering crowd, and stepped gingerly into the satin-lined casket that rested, suspended, over the yawning ten-foot-deep pit. A hush fell over the gathering of the curious that had come to witness Ulric's latest skirmish with death. A voice echoed over a loudspeaker...

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN. ULRIC, THE UNDYING, IS GETTING INTO THE COFFIN NOW. IN A MOMENT, ITS LID WILL BE SEALED AND IT WILL BE LOWERED INTO THE GRAVE...

Ulric reclined in the coffin, the lid was closed, and the coffin was lowered into the yawning excavation. The voice coming over the P.A. system rasped on, describing the action for those who could not see...

THE GRAVE Diggers ARE STEPPING FORWARD, FOLKS. THEY'RE SHOVELING THE EARTH BACK INTO THE GRAVE... COVERING THE COFFIN...
Lying in the darkness, among the satin folds that surrounded him, Ulric, the Undying, laughed as he listened to the voice far above him and the booming sound of the Earth striking the coffin-lid...

...but I will live again...return from the dead again as I have returned from the dead before. And this...this will be my farewell performance. This will be the last time I will return. It is the last time I can return...

Experts calculate that a man sealed into that coffin would suffocate within an hour, Folks. Ulric will remain buried for three hours...

I remember how it all began. How he stood over me as I lay drunk in a doorway on Skid Row...a derelict...a down-and-outer...

What is your name?

None o' yer business...

I have discovered how to cheat death, my friend...how to die...and then to live again...not just once, but many times!

Die...and live again? I don't get it!

You have heard of the superstition regarding the common alley cat? The superstition that a cat has nine lives? Well, I have discovered the cat's secret, my friend.

What?? You mean...
YES! I CAN GIVE YOU THE MULTIPLE LIVES OF A CAT! I KNOW HOW! THINK WHAT THAT COULD MEAN!

WITH A CAT'S ABILITY TO RETURN FROM THE DEAD TIME AND AGAIN, YOU COULD DEFY DEATH... BECOME FAMOUS... GIVE EXHIBITIONS THAT WOULD MAKE US RICH...

HOW, DOC? HOW CAN YOU DO IT?

IT IS A SIMPLE MATTER... MY FRIEND. AN OPERATION... REMOVING A CERTAIN GLAND FROM A COMMON CAT AND PLACING IT IN YOUR BODY. ARE YOU WILLING?

I DON'T KNOW...

'I REMEMBER HOW I FINALLY CONSENTED TO THE OPERATION. I REMEMBER LYING IN DOCTOR MANFRED'S LABORATORY, UPON A WHITE TABLE... WATCHING THE CAT WE'D CAPTURED SQUIRM BESIDE ME...'

ARE YOU READY?

READY, DOC...

'HOW DO YOU FEEL?'

'ALL RIGHT, I GUESS! WAS... WAS IT SUCCESSFUL?'

'I REMEMBER THE SICKENING SMELL OF THE ETHER... THE CAT'S SHRILL SCREAM AS I SLIPPED INTO OBLETION... AND THEN... WAKING...'

...HOW DOCTOR MANFRED NODDED AT THE STIFF SILENT FORM OF THE CAT ON THE OPERATING TABLE BESIDE ME...'

THE OPERATION WAS A SUCCESS, MY FRIEND. YOU NOW HAVE THE MULTIPLE LIVES OF THAT POOR CAT...

HOW... HOW CAN I BE SURE?

'A SHOT FROM THIS CLOSE RANGE IS CERTAIN DEATH, MY FRIEND!'

NO! WAIT! NO...

...HOW DOCTOR MANFRED LIFTED THE GUN... POINTED IT AT MY CHEST...'

A SHOT FROM THIS CLOSE RANGE IS CERTAIN DEATH, MY FRIEND!
I remember the explosion... the searing pain as the bullet entered my chest... tore into my heart.

Oh, oh, oh...

I remember the blackness closing in around me... and then lifting...

Welcome back to life... Ulric!

Ulric, the undying! That's what we will call you. You were killed by that bullet, Ulric! But now you have returned... to start another life!

Then one of the lives was used up.

Exactly! But we will waste no more. From now on, we will make each of your lives pay... and pay well!

Ulric, the undying! I like it! When do we start...

There he goes... It'll kill him... sure!

The fool!

I remember the first spectacle. I'd announced that I would go over Niagara Falls... without a barrel... and live. I remember the rushing Niagara River, sweeping past the crowds that lined the shore... sweeping me to the brink and over...

What they don't know, Ulric, is that you did die! This is another life you are living... your third. You have used two!

I remember the months I spent recovering... waiting for bones to mend...

Listen to this, Doc. Ulric defies certain death. Swims over falls and lives! Earns thirty thousand dollars in wagers and admissions!

What they don't know, Ulric, is that you did die! This is another life you are living... your third. You have used two!

I remember my second spectacle. I'd announced I would leap from a plane flying at two thousand feet... without a parachute... and live. I remember stepping into space over the field where the crowds had gathered...

Grazy idiot! This time he's gone too far...
More months...waiting for broken bones to knit...torn flesh to heal...

I've taken a slug in my chest, I'd gone over Niagara Falls, and I'd leaped from a plane for a total of eighty-six grand. I'd used up three of my nine lives. I'd suffered the fear and the pain. But the Doc, who only watched, took half the dough. So I made up my mind..."ULRIC! SLOW DOWN! YOU'RE DRIVING TOO FAST!"

I'm going to make an investment, Doc! I'm going to invest my fourth life for 100% of our partnership! I'll still have five lives left!

'Before my river spectacle, Doc had taken care of my revivals...my returnings. When they hauled me up and examined me...HE'S DEAD.'

'Doc died instantly. I revived. I was now in my fifth life. But I couldn't forget that smile. I couldn't get it out of my mind. After I'd been discharged from the hospital, I announced to the newspapers:

'I will allow myself to be tied up in a sack...weighted down...and dropped into the river for six hours. I am willing to take all bets that it will not kill me...'

'Doc wasn't around to take my "corpse" away. Luckily, I "came to" in my sixth life just before they drained the blood from my body...'

'My fifth life left me in the form of tiny bubbles that rose upward to the surface as I lay in the mud of the river-bed...tied in a burlap sack..."

'I remember the Doc's face as I drove the car off the cliff...the horror upon it...and then, as we hit, the sudden smile that spread across it..."I'd taken a slug in my chest, I'd gone over Niagara Falls, and I'd leaped from a plane for a total of eighty-six grand. I'd used up three of my nine lives. I'd suffered the fear and the pain. But the Doc, who only watched, took half the dough. So I made up my mind..."ULRIC! SLOW DOWN! YOU'RE DRIVING TOO FAST!"

I'm going to make an investment, Doc! I'm going to invest my fourth life for 100% of our partnership! I'll still have five lives left!

'Before my river spectacle, Doc had taken care of my revivals...my returnings. When they hauled me up and examined me...HE'S DEAD.'

'Doc died instantly. I revived. I was now in my fifth life. But I couldn't forget that smile. I couldn't get it out of my mind. After I'd been discharged from the hospital, I announced to the newspapers:

'I will allow myself to be tied up in a sack...weighted down...and dropped into the river for six hours. I am willing to take all bets that it will not kill me...'

'My fifth life left me in the form of tiny bubbles that rose upward to the surface as I lay in the mud of the river-bed...tied in a burlap sack..."I remember the Doc's face as I drove the car off the cliff...the horror upon it...and then, as we hit, the sudden smile that spread across it..."
Ulric, the undying, grinned as he lay among the satin folds in the coffin, ten feet under the ground.

That's why Doc smiled just as he died! He thought they'd embalm me and I'd be finished...unable to 'return!' Well, I was lucky...and the next time, I made arrangements...

I hired an attendant...

As soon as I'm declared dead, bring my body back here and put it in bed. I'll come around after a while. Understand, Saxton?

Yes, Mr. Ulric!

Then, I constructed a replica of the electric chair...and I allowed them to shoot the same amount of voltage through my body that all convicted killers get...

Ready, Ulric?  Ready!

My sixth life slipped away...with newsreel cameras grinding and television cameras scanning the spectacle as they electrocuted me...

And I revived, in my seventh life, ninety thousand dollars richer...

Here's your money, Ulric. From Newsreel...you! And T.V. rights...and admissions...and your side bets...

As I sat on my bed counting my latest bankroll, the attendant I'd hired came in with a knife in his hand...

Give me that money, Mr. Ulric. Don't be a fool, Saxton!

But I was the fool! I struggled with him! That was a mistake! I wasted my seventh life. Saxton brought the knife down into my heart...

666 HHHHH...
Ulric, the undying gulped at the last traces of oxygen in the buried coffin...

So this is the last time I can die ano... gasp... expect to return! This is my eighth life... gasp! When I revive... gasp... I will be in my ninth life! My last life! With final... gasp... eternal death at its end... gasp! But...

Ulric sigmio... his head reeling...

...that poor cat that died so that I could have its nine... nine... oh, my lord!

Ulric, the undying, screamed...

That cat! It died once! I only got eight lives from it! Only eight! No! No! Let me out of here!

Ulric, the undying, gasping from the coffin buried so deep...

That's... choke... why... the... gasp... cough... doc... laughed!

EEEAAAGHHHH!

Up above, the loudspeaker droned on...

He's been down there over an hour, folks. His oxygen is gone by now...

Hey, Ed! Did... did you hear something? A faint scream?

Huh? Aw! Musta been a cat you heard, Phil.

Heh, heh, and that's my yelp-yarn, fiends. Ulric counted his nine lives very carefully. Trouble was, he only had eight to play with. Poor pussy used up one. When they dug up Ulric at the end of the three hours, he was dead, all right. For good, too! Now I'll turn you back to the old witch for more meows, and listen! Here's a tip! Make like you're reading her column. If you don't... heh, heh... you may angora! *by...
Dear Mr. Geppi,

I enjoyed the #20 edition of HAUNT OF FEAR. The tales from the 50s are greatly done. I have always been a fan of TALES FROM THE CRYPT and HAUNT. I look forward to the next issue. Keep up the great work. A fan,

Bobby Stopera

Dear Old Witch,

I love EC comics. Your stories are great. I like how you 'feed' them to us. I liked "Sucker Bait!". Please print my address.

Michelle Neuffer, age 9
100 W Chestnut
Chicago, IL 60610

Greeting, Old Witch,

I was wondering if you could discuss with the producers of the 1973 TALES FROM THE CRYPT about making a second sequel based on THE HAUNT OF FEAR. You could adopt a couple of stories from the comic book and make it real gory and pretty suspenseful. Let me know if you can. You're my favorite character. (Just how old are you?)

The teenage vampire
Savannah, GA
age 15

It's been my thinking the Amicus EC-titled film came along too late in that period's horror cycle to make it to a third film. Thus depriving the world of me on celluloid!

—OW

NEXT ISSUE

**JASON! IT SAYS IT GIVES THREE WISHES. DO YOU THINK THAT'S WHAT THE OLD SHOP KEEPER MEANT BY "USE IT WISELY!"**

**DON'T BE SILLY, ENID. THAT'S STORY-BOOK NONSENSE. REMINDS ME OF A YARN I ONCE READ! WHAT WAS IT?**

Russ,

The story "Terror Train" in HAUNT 20 (page 7, panel 6) is that Mr. Feldstein or another member of the EC gang sticking his head out from behind the curtain on the train?

People have said they can hear a sound emanating from me every month when I go to pick up the new ECs. Thum-Thump! Thum-Thump! Thum-Thump!

David Dellario
Kensington, CT

All told, it could be almost anyone in that "Terror Train" berth, typically Feldstein hick or urbanite, male or female—but it ain't All

—OW
Dear Old Witch,

Re issue #3 In the Army, standard issue P-28 is the sort of can-opener one finds on a Swiss army knife. P-31 is the current Baskin-Robbins ice cream flavors menu. So I am pleased to learn that P-32 is a radioactive isotope used to flush out fraternal vampires (assuming one is not so foolish as to leave the only copy of the explanation with the offending undead brother, as was done here ["Sucker Bait!"]).

In "Lover, Come Hack to Me", it would take a misconception to break the cycle

In "Double-Header!", I knew there would be trouble when King Irving tell for the scullery maid. Bad things always result when there's sculleryduggery afoot!

Toward the ending of "Foul Play!", I balked at the ending issue 20 featured twice-told tales, with the usual excellent EC twist on familiar themes.

"Thump Fun!" retells Poe's story "The Tell-Tale Heart," only here the thumping is not merely psychosomatic. But the policemen's fundraiser turned out to be a real downer for Marvin (end, in the graveyard, his murdered brothers).

Since "Terror Train" originally came out in 1950, does its reprint in this reprint of a 1953 issue make it a reprint, a meta-print, or a hyper-reprint?

"Bloody Sure" is an entertaining twist on the vampire theme, both for the Wild West setting and for the surprise ending.

In "Hyde and Go Shriek!", the con man and the schemer succumb to the unexpected success of their treachery. Although we never learn if Myron's transformation is permanent, he sure could use one! Please Print Address

Bob Gorby 13153 Sunny LN Camarillo, CA 93012

A bonus essay -

SUPERNATURAL TERROR

When I was about 8 years old someone started a rumor that a man without a head was roaming the woods around where we lived. One day I walked through some woods up a dirt road that dead-ended at a railroad track that was high up on a hill. When I turned to return home I saw a person far away up the dirt road. I was sure that he had no head, my terror was supreme. Then the Man Without a Head went into the woods, and I managed to get home somehow.

I can just imagine the terror of the people who lived hundreds of years ago. To them, a werewolf was a real thing. And the thought of a vampire could keep an entire village huddled in their cottages once the sun went down. A witch could fill the crops and take over a person's mind and drive him crazy. A voodoo curse could cause a person to die a slow and horrible death.

I can imagine if EC horror comics were around way-back-then. A village with wild, uncombed hair, looking like a Jack Davis character, would be squating down looking at TALES FROM THE CRYPT. His bulging eyes would be absolutely serious. Though unable to read (like me as a little kid), he would be desperately searching the pictures to find a defense against the unappealing things that plagues his life. These comics books would be his consolation end his hope. I can understand him. I was him. I am him. And the ECs made it all seem so much less terrible.

Rich Jaeger Honolulu, HI

Also available this month are FRONTLINE COMBAT and CRIME. Watch the for CRYPT, WEIRD SCIENCE and PANIC next month. Don't forget VAULT, WEIRD FANTASY and TWO-FISTED TALES! Get them at your local comic book shop or SUBSCRIBE (see our ad in this comic!)

BACK ISSUES CRYPT #1, SOLD OUT, FRONT #1-4, $2 each, PANIC #1-3, $2.50 each; all others up thru issue #3, $1.50 each, CRYPTO W SCI & SHOCK #4-16, and VAULT, W FAN, 2FIST, HAUNT and CRIME #4-15, $2 each. All others, $2.50 each. Latest issues CRYPTO, W SCI, VAULT, W FAN, 2FIST, HAUNT & CRIME are up to 21, FRONT to 10 and PANIC to 3.

Don't forget the entire 11-issue run of WEIRD SCIENCE/FANTASY/INCREDIBLE SCIENCE FICTION (#1-3, $1.50 each, #4-11, $2 each) and the 18 issues of SHOCK SUSPENSESTORIES (#1-3, $1.50 each, #4-15, $2.00 each, #16-18, $2.50 each).

Add $5 per order (outside US) for S&H.

We want MORE letters! Write to: HAUNT GEMSTONE P.O. BOX 832 WEST PLAINS, MO 65775

THIS COMIC REPRINTS

HAUNT OF FEAR #21 (SEP/OCT 1953)

COVER by Graham Ingels
"An Off-Color Heir" by Graham Ingels
"Dig That Cat. He's Real Gone!" by Jack Davis
"Corker!" by Jack Kemen/Bill Elder
"The High Cost of Dying!" by Reed Crandall

We welcome letters of comment. We cannot promise to acknowledge publish or answer letters. We edit for clarity, accuracy and length; we automatically withhold street address and zip code unless you clearly state you wish them published. Pseudonyms may be used if you provide us with your authentic name and address. We attempt to acknowledge publication of letters to do so we need your address on the original letter.
Grant Smith, Stamford, CT, held a pity party, but nobody came! Not now that my (and other Ghoulunatics who shall be nameless) old comics are being reprinted, at popular prices! A mood piece which puts me in the mood to do another CRYPT-KEEPER'S PAGE OF...

FINE ARTS #58

ETERNITY

Opaque shadows, nightly cast,
Upon my dwelling as I sleep fast
Wind and rain and sleet let come,
While I slumber cold and numb
Waxen moon in velvet sky,
Illuminating all that die
Lunar light, cold and bright,
Bathe me in my bed of night
Eternal, endless, sleeping still,
Here I dwell - and always will

Barry "Edgar A." McCollum
Alton, IL

A bit of rhyme described by the author as "POE-etry." I've attempted to reproduced his customized return address label, too! Is it true Barry flipped when introduced to an Illinois woman named "Annabelle Lee Nore?" 

Paul O'Leary, Needham, MA, had the good grace to send me this drawing of yours truly about to chow down on a hot dog (bake at 350°, that'll make Fido hot!). Reminds me of our mail carrier, who was bitten by a mixed breed last week. "I think he was part chow," said he. Evidently, the bowser thought the same of him!

Send your contribs (not returnable, not too long, not too big, legible doublespaced text &/or bold black art. Warning...we edit) to:

THE CRYPT-KEEPER'S
PAGE OF FINE ARTS
GEMSTONE
POB 469
WEST PLAINS MO 65775

We welcome contributions. We cannot promise return, acknowledge or publish contributions. We edit for clarity, accuracy and size. We automatically withhold about address and zip code unless you clearly state you wish them published. We attempt to acknowledge publication; to do so we need your address on the individual contribution.
The man and the woman stood upon the stoop of the old brownstone house before the huge slabs front door with its intricate black wrought-iron grill work. The woman lifted a nervous finger toward the bell, the man caught her hand in a final plea...

For God's sake, Janet. Forget this insane idea about evil spirits and witchcraft and the occult. No phony swami can help you. Come back to the office... with me...

No, Peter. You've had your chance. We've gotten nowhere with psychiatry. You've probed into my past and my subconscious and you haven't been able to help me. The swami is my only chance, now...

The man looked into the woman's eyes...

Darling, the only one that can help you is yourself. Once you realize that I love you and there's nothing for you to be ashamed of, you won't want to do... to do what you've tried to do so many times...

We've been all through this, Peter. Please! Let me go...

The woman pressed the bell. Footsteps echoed within. A figure in an embroidered satin robe wearing a bejeweled turban peered through the iron-grilled door... swung it open...

Yes? What can I do for you? You may not remember me, swami. My name is Janet Daly. This is my fiancé, doctor Peter Raymond. I used to attend your seances... years ago...

Kamen & Elser
The swami studied the woman... then smiled...

Ah, yes? Miss Daly! Of course I remember you. You were, how shall I say it, a doubter... an unbeliever... a skeptic...

The woman began to weep...

I... sob... I have nowhere else to go... no one else... sob... to turn to...

Miss Daly is come emotionally in. I think it would be better if I took her... come in!

He swami led the sobbing woman and the doctor into a dimly lit room and bid them seat themselves. He stood over them...

Now... what seems to be the trouble?... it began about six months ago. Before then, I was serious-minded... intense... in love with Peter... an emotionally stable person...

Peter and I had met in college. He'd been taking a post graduate course in psychiatry, and I'd been majoring in journalism. We fell in love...

... and when I get a practice started, we can be married and settle down in a place of our own... and have kids...

... and I could work until then, and we'd have some money saved. Oh, darling... it's going to be so wonderful...

After I'd graduated, I'd gotten a job on a newspaper. Peter, meanwhile, continued working toward his degree. We saw each other often...

Just think, baby. In another week, I get my doctorate... buy myself a couch... and I'm in business.

And maybe, with a little luck, we can be married soon...

Then, as I said, about six months ago something happened to me. I suddenly felt tied-down, bored, vapid. I suddenly wanted pleasure, excitement, stimulation...

But the concert, Janet! I have tickets!

Forget the concert, Peter. Let's go someplace thrilling tonight. Let's go to a night club...

I'd always been the intellectual type. That's why I'd come to your seances. For purely intellectual reasons. I'd always loved music... art... literature. But suddenly, I rejected those things. I rejected everything good. I sought out evil. Kiss me, darling...

Janet! What's come over you lately...
She was like an entirely different person. She was suddenly interested only in pleasure...good-times...wildness. I tried to talk to her... 

And when Peter objected...I even rejected him. I started going out with other men... 

And then...just like that...one morning, I woke up tired and sad and sober and worse and I didn't want any more good times. I wanted to die... 

Peter...sos...can you come over quickly? I'm...I'm sick! I...I...hurry...please...Of course, Janet! I'll be right there! 

When I got to Janet's place, I found her standing in the kitchen with a knife in her hands...I was going to kill myself, Swami. I wanted to slit my throat. If it weren't for Peter...I'd...I'd... 

She's attempted to kill herself several times since then. I've tried to help her but she refuses to be helped. I've even tried psycho-therapy...to get at the basic cause of this compulsion for self-destruction...It isn't in my mind, Swami. I know it. There's something inside of me...forcing me to try to destroy myself. That's why I've come to you! 

She talks wildly. She talks of demons and witchery and non-sense like that! It isn't non-sense, witched, Swami. I know it! 

There's a voice inside of me. It keeps telling me...kill yourself...destroy yourself...sob...sob...Your fiance is possessed by a lamia, Doctor Raymond... 

A...a what? A lamia...an evil spirit...an essence of pollution and degradation...a supernatural malevolent...in other words, a devil...
RIDICULOUS. THERE'S NO SUCH THING! IT DOESN'T EXIST!

LAMIAS ARE SPIRITS OF EVIL. THEY ARE THE CAUSES OF ALL WICKEDNESS IN THE WORLD. ONCE A LAMIA ENTERS A BODY... IT POSSESSES IT... DRIVES IT INTO EVIL!

JANET'S PROBLEM IS Men-TAL. I WILL NOT LISTEN TO SUCH NOGASH... BUT... ALAS... THE LAMIA IS A FICKLE SPIRIT! IT SOON TIRES OF THE BODY IT HAS POSSESSED! IT SEEKS TO ESCAPE IT! BUT ONCE A LAMIA IS INSIDE A BODY... IT CANNOT ESCAPE! IT IS TRAPPED! IT'S ONLY ESCAPE LIES IN THE BODY'S DESTRUCTION.

JANET, I WILL NOT LISTEN TO ANY MORE OF THIS... THIS DRIVEL...

THE BODY IS LIKE A BOTTLE, IN WHICH THE LAMIA, LIKE A GENIE FROM THE ARABIAN NIGHTS, IS CONKED... AND LIKE A BOTTLE, THE BODY MUST BE SMASHED OR BROKEN OR RENT IN ORDER FOR THE LAMIA TO ESCAPE...

THINK OF THE LAMIA-POSSESSED PEOPLE THAT LEAP FROM TALL BUILDINGS AND SPLATTER THEMSELVES UPON THE CONCRETE. THINK OF THE ACCIDENT-PRONE PEOPLE THAT SMASH THEIR CARS AND THEIR BODIES INTO TREES, INTO OTHER CARS, AND INTO BRICK WALLS...

PEOPLE WHO ARE ACCIDENT-PRONE OR HAVE SUICIDAL-TENDENCIES ARE TRYING TO PUNISH THEMSELVES BECAUSE OF SOME GUILT-COMPLEX... SOMETHING THEY ARE ASHAMED OF...

NO! IT IS THE LAMIA, DOCTOR...

... IT ESCAPES THROUGH THE BULLET HOLE... THE SLASHED WRIST... THE SLIT THROAT... THE ACCIDENT-LAGERATED BODY. IT ESCAPES BECAUSE IT IS BORED. IT ESCAPES AND ENTERS ANOTHER BODY...

COME ON, JANET! YOU'RE GOING HOME!

WAIT, PETER! WAIT! SWAMI, CAN YOU HELP ME? CAN YOU TAKE MY LAMIA FROM ME BEFORE IT DESTROYS ME?

IT IS ALL ACCORDING TO THE TYPE OF LAMIA THAT POSSESSES YOU. MISS DALY THERE ARE WAYS, BUT THEY ARE COSTLY...

HA!
The Swami called after Janet...

Six months ago, Miss Daly! Think! What violent death did you witness six months ago? When could the Lamia have entered your body? What did you see? What death were you near?

The Swami swore...

Doctor Raymond! This is serious! The decapitation Lamia is impossible to remove. It will only exit through the neck of the bottle...by uncorking it!

Janet! Come back!

Peter hesitated. There was a moment of silence. Janet gasped...

Of course! I was sent upstate...to the prison...to cover a hanging...for the paper! A hanging, Miss Daly? No! I hardly think so...

Peter snatched Janet’s hand, pulling her from the room...

Ha! There! You see? Peter? Please! No! Sob...no!

You see, a hanging doesn’t rupture the body...doesn’t ‘open’ a ‘door’ for the Lamia to escape...

This...choke...This hanging did! The convicted killer was a huge man...overweight...

...When the trap sprung, his body plunged downward, and the rope...tore his head off...

The swami turned white...

A...a decapitation Lamia...

No! Oh, Lord...Janet! For God’s sake...stop this and come...
Peter tore after her as she ran wildly up the block...
BLASTED SWAMI... FILLING HER SICK MIND WITH SUCH ROT...

JANET! NO! STOP HER! SOMEONE...

The station was almost deserted. Lights swept down the gleaming steel rails... into the empty station. A train was coming. Janet flailed at the platform edge. Her scream echoed off tiled walls as she fell...

THE SUBWAY KIDSK LOOMED UP BEFORE THE WIDE-EYED TERRORIZED WOMAN...

JANET! NO! COME BACK! NO! NO!

She darted down the steps... into the roaring darkness... Peter close behind her...

PETER WATCHED, HORRIFIED, AS THE KNIFE-LIKE WHEELS OF THE SUBWAY TRAIN PASSED OVER JANET'S NECK, SEVERING HER HEAD FROM HER BODY...

Oh... God...

Like an uncorking... like an opening of a bottle of burgundy... the red wine fountaining. And then the mist rising... and coming toward Peter...

JANET! MY... SOb... MY...JANET...

And then the sudden strange feeling deep inside Peter. The giddiness and delight... bursting out into laughter...

Hah-heh-ha ha ha...

And the beginning of an idiotic evil enjoyment that would only end in boredom and the uncorking once again...
THE VAULT OF HORROR!

HEH, HEH! IT'S SO NICE TO SEE YOUR PUTRID PUSSES AGAIN, CREEPS, PEERING INTO THE VAULT. WELL, YOUR HAPPY HOST IN HOWLS, THE VAULT-KEEPER (THAT'S ME, IN THE LIVID FLESH) IS READY TO RELATE ANOTHER REVOLTING TALE FROM MY APPETIZING ASSORTMENT. SO, COME IN... CURL UP ON THAT DISSECTION TABLE THERE, AND I'LL BEGIN THE SCREAM-STORY I CALL...

The High Cost of Dying!

Our story begins in Paris on a sweltering summer night in 1867. A cart rattles through deserted cobble-stoned streets... past darkened stores and shuttered houses... down winding alleys alive with scampering grey shadows... and finally up onto one of the countless bridges that span the River Seine. The shabbily dressed figure, pulling the noisy cart, gasps and strains as he labors up the incline of the bridge toward its center. His torn and shredded shirt is wet with perspiration, and his grimy face is streaked by the tears that fill his eyes and overflow their lids...

His name is Henri Courbet. He stops now, resting... wiping his wet eyes with the back of his huge hand. He turns and glances behind him... at the cart... at the body lying upon it, wrapped in surlap, lying still and silent and nevermore to move or laugh or talk or cry, as now Henry is crying...
FOR A WHILE, HENRI STARES DOWN AT THE MUDDY FOG-BLANKETED RIVER, SHAKING HIS HEAD, HATING HIMSELF FOR THIS...THIS HORRIBLE THING THAT HE IS DOING...

But sometimes a man is forced to do things that are hateful and revolting to him. Sometimes, he cannot help himself. Henri stares down at the slow murky river and nods...

"YES! YES, I MUST! I MUST GO ON WITH THIS... FINISH WHAT I HAVE STARTED OUT TO DO! IT... IT IS THE ONLY WAY. THE ONLY WAY..."

The river below the bridge flows on...like time... ceaselessly...unchanging...never coming back...going downstream into the past...lost forever. Henri gazes downstream into the fog...into the past. And he sees himself waking that morning to the children's hysterical cries...

"PAPA! PAPA! WAKE UP!"
"HUH? WHA' WHAT IS IT, MARIE...PIERRE?"
"IT IS MAMA! SHE WILL NOT GET UP..."

And he remembers how he hao leaped from his straw cot and rushed to his wife's side...to Suzette...beautiful, silent Suzette...Suzette...speak to me! Wake up! Suzette...choke...Suzette...

He remembers sending the soy, pierre...

"HURRY, CHIL! RUN TO M'GIEUR LE DUCART... THE DOCTOR. BRING HIM HERE! HURRY!"

He remembers doctor le ducart coming to the squalid cellar apartment and putting down his little black bag and taking Suzette's limp white hand in his and shaking his head...

"SORRY, COURSET! SHE IS DEAD, FOR SURE. FROM MAL-NUTRITION, IT APPEARS...

Henri sees it all so clearly...his hungry children, pale and wan and ragged...sobbing...

She just lies there...as if...Suzette! Suzette! She is dead! Good Lord! Suzette!

And he remembers how he hao leaped from his straw cot and rushed to his wife's side...to Suzette...beautiful, silent Suzette...Suzette...speak to me! Wake up! Suzette...choke...Suzette...
Henri remembers Doctor Le Ducart looking at him...

Suzette... she... she gave her share to the children!

Hmmm? A pity! Well... better take care of the funeral right away, Courbet! Remember the new ordinance!

New... ordinance? Which one is that? There are so many these days!

The commissioner of health's latest decree. All bodies must be buried within twenty-four hours after death. You have until tomorrow morning, good-day!

Could you afford to buy food, Courbet?

We... we have no money! I... I have not had work for some time...

Hmm! Anything wrong, Courbet?

I... I DO NOT have fifty-five francs now, M'sieu Greviard. If I could owe it to you...?

Well, let us see. There is the plot... and the coffin... and cartage...

The cheapest fifty-five francs, M'sieu Courbet!

I can make it fifty-five francs, M'sieu Courbet!

M'sieu Greviard, the undertaker, shook his head...

No, no! M'sieu Courbet! I do not do business that way. No money! No funeral! What if you never paid me? What could I do? Go dig up the body!?

Sorry, M'sieu! Fifty-five francs is the price! And remember... The commissioner of health's degree. Twenty-four hours...?

Yes! Yes! I will remember!
The river below sweeps slowly by... as the past day's events sweep slowly by. Henri stares into the murky depths and sees his hopeless vain attempts to raise the money...

But you are my life-long friend, Louis! My wife is dead. I must bury her...

I am sorry, Henri. Times are hard. Jobs are scarce. I haven't enough to feed my own family... no less bury one of yours...

Day's Events sweep slowly by. Henri stares into the murky depths and sees his hopeless vain attempts to raise the money...

... for the edification and experimentation of medical students enrolled there, by order of the Commissioner of Health, City of Paris, July 13, 1967...

No! No! Oh, Lord...

... finally going back to the hovel that served as their home, and seeing the children's hungry faces and his wife's silent still body...

We... we have eaten nothing all day, Papa! We... we're... sob... hungry, Papa! And I... I haven't the money to bury your poor dead Mama, no less... choke... no less feed you...

... the sudden heavy knocking on the front door...

Who... who's there? Open up... in the name of the Commissioner of Health...

The officer, looming in the doorway... his evil eyes flashing... his grim mouth sheering... you are Henri Courget... yes! That is me...

The Commissioner of Health has received word from your doctor that your wife passed away this morning...

Yes... that... that is true...
The officer leered at Henri.

DO YOU KNOW WHAT THAT MEANS, M'SIEU COURBET? IT MEANS THAT IF YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO BURY YOUR WIFE, HER BODY IS TURNED OVER TO MEDICAL STUDENTS FOR DISSECTION!

IT ISN'T FAIR! OH, GOD! IT ISN'T FAIR. THERE ISN'T ENOUGH TIME!

He sneered...

DO YOU KNOW WHAT MEDICAL STUDENTS DO TO BODIES, M'SIEU COURBET? THEY TAKE SHARP LITTLE SCALPELS... AND THEY CUT THEM OPEN AND TAKE OUT THE INSIDES AND CUT THEM OPEN...

Piece by piece... inch by inch. They probe and slice and cut and study and cut some more!

...and do you know why the commissioner of health issued this decree, M'sieu Courbet? Not in the interests of the city's health! He gets seventy-five francs for each body... from the conservatory... which he pockets!

Stop it! Stop it! Have pity!

The officer looked around. He looked at Suzette's still white form.

She is young and pretty. The medical students will especially welcome her body. So I suggest you raise the money, M'sieu... quickly. Bury her!

I...choke... I cannot! I have tried! I cannot even buy food for the children!

The officer looked at the poverty and squalor... at the pale, thin, starving children who stared at him with wide frightened eyes...

Then don't be a fool, Courbet. Take her to the conservatory yourself... tonight! Line your own pockets with the seventy-five francs, at least you will be able to feed your children...

Knowing what they will do to Suzette... sog. How can I?

The officer turned to go, he shrugged...

She is dead, M'sieu. She will never know! Good-evening! Till tomorrow... then... till tomorrow...
Henri stares down at the river. He thinks of the medical students...gathered around the body...their shining scalpels in their upraised hands...their grinning faces...

And then he thinks of the children...Marie and Pierre...their bloated stomachs crying for food...their bony fingers searching for crumbs in the floorboard cracks...

And then he looks at the body wrapped in burlap lying on the old cart, and he knows that what he is doing is right...

The cart rumbles down and off the bridge, the stiff body bouncing upon it...

...rumbles on through cobble-stoned streets, down winding alleys, toward the Paris Conservatory of Medicine...
EARLY THE NEXT MORNING, PIERRE AND MARIE ATE HEARTILY...THE FIRST GOOD FOOD THEY'D HAD IN MONTHS...

SLOWLY, CHILDREN! SLOWLY...

YES, PAPA!

AND THEY DRESSED IN THEIR NEW CLOTHES...THE CLOTHES HENRI HAD BOUGHT WITH PART OF THE SEVENTY-FIVE FRANCS...

THIS IS THE MOST BEAUTIFUL DRESS IN THE WHOLE WORLD, PAPA!

AND THIS...YES, THE HAND-SOMEST SUIT!

...AND, TOGETHER, THEY WALKED OUT INTO THE SUNLIGHT...

IT'S A BEAUTIFUL DAY, PAPA!

MAMA ALWAYS LOVED BEAUTIFUL DAYS!

SLOWLY, CHILDREN!

AT EXACTLY THAT MOMENT, IN THE PARIS CONSERVATORY OF MEDICINE, EAGER CURIOUS PROSPECTIVE DOCTORS CUT AND SLICED AND PROBED THE NEW BODY THAT HAD ARRIVED THAT NIGHT...

AND LATER, JUST OUTSIDE PARIS, HENRI AND THE CHILDREN STOOD BEFORE THE GAPING OPEN GRAVE, WATCHING THE COFFIN BEING LOWERED SLOWLY INTO IT...

MAMA ALWAYS SAID SHE WANTED TO BE BURIED ON A BEAUTIFUL DAY...

GOOD-BYE... GOOD-BYE, MAMA... GOOD-BYE, SUZETTE...

WHILE AT THAT PRECISE MOMENT, THE DEAN OF THE PARIS CONSERVATORY OF MEDICINE, ON HIS DAILY TOUR OF THE ANATOMY CLASSES, STOPPED BEFORE THE NEWLY PURCHASED BODY THAT NOW LAY COMPLETELY DISSECTED...AND SHRIEKED...

MON DIEU? IT IS THE COMMISSIONER OF HEALTH!

HEH, HEH! YEP! THAT'S MY YELP-YARN, FIENDS! HENRI TOOK A WALK THAT NIGHT TO TRY AND DECIDE WHAT TO DO...AND THE SOLUTION, SHALL WE SAY, DROPPED INTO HIS LAP. OF COURSE, HE HAD TO COAX THE COMMISSIONER TO DROP (DEAD, THAT IS) BY...WELL...I'LL SPARE YOU THE GORY DETAILS. JUST USE YOUR LIL' OL' IMAGinations, AND NOW IT'S TIME TO CLOSE THE DOOR OF THE VAULT TILL NEXT WE MEET...WHICH WILL BE IN THE CRYPT-KEEPER'S MAG...TALES FROM THE CRYPT, TILL THEN...AS THE UNDERTAKERS SAY..."HAVE A NICE MOURNING!"

THE END...